Hints For Keeping Your Friends Happy

(NAPSA)—Picking just the right presents for your friends while looking like a blooming genius at gift giving time can be easier than many people realize.

A company that’s been trusted for more than 40 years to deliver smiles has new, truly original gifts available this holiday season, as well as tried-and-true treasures, all designed to surprise and delight.

Consider these beauties:

**Santa’s Surprise**

A great gift doesn’t have to take up a great deal of room. Consider The Night Before Christmas Holiday Flower Tree*, for instance: Even if they already have a full-on flamm-Anbaum to gather round, your friends might get a big kick out of this small(er) tree, potted in a charming planter that looks like a certain jolly of elf’s misdirection. It makes a terrific table-topper for the holiday—and it can be planted outdoors once Rudolph and the rest head back north.

**New, Truly Original Gifts**

**The Night Before Christmas Holiday Flower Tree**
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